
STEWARD'S REPORT

Ballarat
Saturday, 12 Dec 2020

Weather conditions: Fine

Track condition: Good

Officials for Meeting

Steward in Charge: P. Searle

Stewards: J. Rea, D. Verberne, A Fewell

Judges: B. Louden

Lure Drivers: D. Keirl

Starter: M. Blood

Kennel Supervisor: B. Robertson Leech, R. Mooney

Kennel Attendants: D. Robertson

Veterinarian: Dr. C. Finlayson

Race 1
A1 SIGNAGE

6:19 pm
390m

Maiden

Cloud Raiser, La La Jersey and Tay Tay Swifty were slow to begin. Henryk Bale and Zipping Buzz were
slow to begin.

On The Air checked off the heels of Magic Marjen approaching the first turn. La La Jersey checked off
Cloud Raiser on the first turn. La La Jersey and Tay Tay Swifty collided on the first turn. On The Air galloped
on the heels of Zipping Buzz on the first turn checking Zipping Buzz. On The Air and Henryk Bale collided
on the first turn. Daph's Farrah checked off the heels of Tay Tay Swifty on the home turn. Magic Marjen
raced ungenoursly and collided with Cloud Raiser several times in the home straight.

Magic Marjen underwent a post-race veterinary examination and was found to have a left monkey muscle
injury. A 7 day stand down period was imposed.

Stewards spoke to Mr. M Tabb regarding the racing manners of Magic Marjen in the home straight. After
hearing evidence from Mr Tabb, viewing all the available race footage and acting on their observations, a
warning was issued regarding the greyhound’s racing manners in the home straight.

A post-race sample was taken from Magic Marjen - the winner of the event.

Race 2
EUREKA CONCRETE

6:41 pm
390m

Mixed 6/7

Powder Burn – Late scratching at 2.20pm when Mrs Lisa Delbridge reported the greyhound to be lame
(GAR 23). A 10 day stand down period was imposed. Stewards will require a veterinary certificate pursuant
to GAR 20 (3) (v) before any future nomination will be accepted.

Lainey Zapper was quick to begin. Aston Maximus was slow to begin.

Aston Tallulah and Seen Better collided soon after the start. Call Me Harvey and Seen Better collided
approaching the first turn. Call Me Harvey checked off Seen Better on the first turn. Lainey Zapper, Aston
Maximus, Tansar Bale, Call Me Harvey and Aston Tallulah collided several times on the first turn checking
all greyhounds. Aston Tallulah drifted out, collided with Call Me Harvey then galloped on the heels of Call
Me Harvey on the home turn checking Call Me Harvey.

A post-race sample was taken from Nangkari - the winner of the event.

Race 3
BACKMANS PET FOODS

7:02 pm
450m

Mixed 6/7

Yazid Bale was quick to begin. Westar Ivan was slow to begin.

Raja Bale and Riccarton Weaver collided approaching the first turn. Langfield Bale, Yazid Bale and Eyes
Nose Lips collided on the first turn. Raja Bale and Yazid Bale collided approaching the home turn.
Riccarton Weaver faded in the home straight.

Riccarton Weaver underwent a post-race veterinary examination  - no apparent injury was reported. 

Stewards spoke to Trainer Adam Helleren regarding the rise in distance and performance of Riccarton
Weaver this evening. After hearing submissions from Mr Helleren, assesing the performance in conjunction
with these submissions, the Stewards did not feel the performance was so unsatisfactory as to
require direct intervention under the rules; however did advise that a gradual rise in distance may be a
more suitable approach.  

Race 4
3BA/POWER FM

7:22 pm
450m

Mixed 4/5

A pre-race sample was taken from Memphis Keeping.

Mepunga Knight and Who is Arandt were slow to begin.

Who Knows Roman and Memphis Keeping collided soon after the start and again approaching the first
turn. Who Knows Roman, Memphis Keeping and Mepunga Knight collided on the first turn checking
Memphis Keeping and Midnight Force, Severely checking Who Knows Roman and Mepunga Knight,
causing Who knows Roman to fall as a result.

Who Knows Roman underwent a post-race veterinary examination and was found to have a right
quadricep muscle injury. A 10 day stand down period was imposed.



Race 5
BARRY AUGUSTINE

7:45 pm
450m

Grade 5

Imperial Jack was quick to begin. Dundee Jester was slow to begin. 

Spring Blue, Nothing Lasts and Legasov Bale collided soon after the start. Tanami Express and Imperial
Jack collided approaching the first turn. Nothing lasts checked off Phantom Call on the first turn. Tanami
Express checked off Imperial Jack on the first turn. Dundee Jester faltered and lost ground on the first turn.

Dundee Jester underwent a post-race veterinary examination and was found to have a right monkey
muscle injury. A 21 day stand down period was imposed.

Race 6
BALLARAT TO THE MEADOWS HT1

8:12 pm
545m

Grade 5 Heat

A pre-race sample was taken from Rezzie's Choice.

Rezzie's Choice and Leyenda were quick to begin.

Aston Estate and Leyenda collided soon after the straight. Pyrenees Steele checked off Aston Estate on the
first turn. Aston Estate and Ultra Lightbeam collided several times in the back straight. Pyrenees Steele
checked off the heels of Aston Estate on the second turn. Aston Estate and Ultra Lightbeam collided on the
second turn checking both greyhounds. Leyenda tired over the concluding stages. 

Leyenda underwent a post-race veterinary examination - no apparent injury was reported. 

Stewards spoke to Trainer Mark Delbridge, the trainer of Leyenda after the greyhoud tired significantly over
the concluding stages. In accordance with GAR 75 (1), the Stewards requested that Mr Delbridge to report
as soon as practicable anything that may have affected the running of Leyenda in the event, which was not
noted by Stewards during or immediately after the event.

Race 7
MANDY MUMMA SHAW MEMORIAL

FINAL
8:27 pm
450m

S/E Final

Indy Nevada was quick to begin. Kasemi and Mahogany Queen were slow to begin.

Kasemi checked off Keeping Busy soon after the start. Grey Not Blue and Keeping Busy collided soon after
the start. Indy Nevada and Grey Not Blue collided on the first turn. Keeping Busy checked off Grey Not Blue
on the first turn. Kasemi and Keeping Busy collided on the first turn. Kasemi checked off the heels of Grey
Not Blue, colliding with Mahogany Queen on the first turn checking Mahogany Queen. Kasemi checked off
Mahogany Queen on the home turn.

A post-race sample was taken from Quarantined - the winner of the event.

Race 8
BFC BALLARAT CUP FINAL

8:48 pm
450m

S/E Group 2

An out of competition sample was taken from Yozo Bale on 8 December pursuant to GAR 79A.

An out of competition sample was taken from Fortuna Bale on 8 December pursuant to GAR 79A.

An out of competition sample was taken from Short Pork on 8 December pursuant to GAR 79A.

An out of competition sample was taken from Daniel Avocado on 8 December pursuant to GAR 79A.

An out of competition sample was taken from Spring Hummer on 8 December pursuant to GAR 79A.

An out of competition sample was taken from Dream Wizard on 8 December pursuant to GAR 79A.

An out of competition sample was taken from Special Talent on 8 December pursuant to GAR 79A.

An out of competition sample was taken from Junk Food Junkie on 8 December pursuant to GAR 79A.

An out of competition sample was taken from Hazey Roy on 8 December pursuant to GAR 79A.

An out of competition sample was taken from Tinker Craig on 9 December 2020 pursuant to GAR 79A.

Yozo Bale was quick to begin. Fortuna Bale was slow to begin.

Daniel Avocado and Spring Hummer collided soon after the start checking Daniel Avocado. Dream WIzard
and Special talent collided soon after the start. Spring Hummer and Dream Wizard collided approaching
the first turn checking Spring Hummer, Dream Wizard, Short Pork and Tinker Craig. Tinker Craig raced wide
entering the home straight.

Spring Hummer underwent a post-race veterinary examination and was found to have a left monkey
muscle. A 14 day stand down period was imposed.

Post-race blood and urine samples were taken from Yozo Bale, the winner of the event.

Post-race samples were taken from placegetters, Special Talent (2nd) and Fortuna Bale (3rd).

Race 9
CUP NIGHT MATCH RACE

9:05 pm
450m

Special Event

An out of competition sample was taken from Junk Food Junkie on 8 December pursuant to GAR 79A.

Junk Food Junkie was quick to begin. 

A post-race sample was taken from Catch The Thief - the winner of the event.

Race 10
GPP 3300 LASER

9:22 pm
390m

Mixed 4/5

Ieisha Bale, Seal The Deal and Merriview Mach were quick to begin. Belt Up Libba, Bulleteer and Euchre
John were slow to begin. 

Seal the Deal, Merriview Mach and Magnis Bale collided on the first turn checking Merriview Mach and
Almapa Sunshine. Almapa Sunshine and Euchre John collided on the first turn. Merriview Mach and
Almapa Sunshine collided on the first turn. Seal The Deal and Bulleteer collided on the first turn. Merriview
Mach and Belt Up Libba collided approaching the home turn.

A post-race sample was taken from Bulleteer - the winner of the event.



Stewards spoke to Trainer Darren Fisher, the trainer of Bulleteer regarding the performance and significant
market moves on fixed odds betting in this event. Mr Fisher provided an explanation around the form in
general, that the win last week at Horsham was in a best of the day time and that Bulleteer has good ability
but that had combined with bad luck and some ongoing issues around tying up in races. Mr Fisher
supported the greyhound each-way this evening as he thought it would win, which it did. The GRV Betting
Analyst will review the wagering on this race. A sample was taken for analysis. 

Race 11
BALLARAT TO THE MEADOWS HT2

9:46 pm
545m

Grade 5 Heat

Weblec Bloom checked off Disco Riot approaching the first turn. Disco Riot crossed to the rail on the first
turn checking According and Tig. Digitorum checked off Weblec Bloom approaching the home turn. 

Race 12
REVOLUTION PRINT DAMSELS DASH

10:01 pm
390m

Grade 5

A pre-race sample was taken from Bareki.

Pyrenees Spirit, Bareki, Mizuki Rose and Light The Way were quick to begin. Love Heart was slow to
begin.

Seabrook Stack and Tone Deaf collided soon after the start. Bareki and Light The Way collided on the first
turn.

A post-race blood sample was taken from Bareki, the winner of the event in a new track record time of
21.606




